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ABSTRACT

IoT devices have been under frequent attacks in recent years, causing severe impacts. Previous research has shown the evolution and features of some specific IoT malware families or stages of IoT attacks through offline sample analysis. However, we still lack a systematic observation of various system resources abused by active attackers and the malicious intentions behind these behaviors. This makes it difficult to design appropriate protection strategies to defend against existing attacks and possible future variants.

In this paper, we fill this gap by analyzing 117,862 valid attack sessions captured by our dedicated high-interaction IoT honeypot, HoneyAsclepius, and further discover the intentions in our designed workflow. HoneyAsclepius enables high capture capability as well as continuous behavior monitoring during active attack sessions in real-time. Through a large-scale deployment, we collected 11,301,239 malicious behaviors originating from 50,594 different attackers. Based on this information, we further separate the behaviors in different attack sessions targeting distinct categories of system resources, estimate the temporal relations and summarize their malicious intentions behind. Inspired by such investigations, we present several key insights about abusive behaviors of the file, network, process, and special capability resources, and further propose practical defense strategies to better protect IoT devices.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Linux-based IoT devices are widely used in various fields nowadays. Along with it, numerous attacks against these devices have emerged. Some malware attacks use families like Mirai to spread over many IoT devices, construct botnets to achieve impacts like DDoS [28] and crypto mining [30]. In recent years, fileless attacks [12] also increases significantly, posing severe threats to IoT systems. Both of these attackers conduct malicious behaviors by abusing system resources, including files, network, processes, and special system capabilities, to accomplish hostile intentions. Understanding these system resource abuses allows us to have a systematic summary of the malicious behavior characteristics of current prevalent invasions, and intention analysis of these behaviors can provide us with a glimpse into the incentives under attackers’ mindsets. Such observations can effectively assist us in designing necessary resistance and defense strategies to protect IoT devices.

In recent years, previous studies like [23] [4] analyze specific IoT malware families and provide valuable conclusions. However, their attention only focuses on certain malware families and presents relatively scattered observations toward the overall IoT attack ecosystem. While some efforts have been made on large-scale studies of IoT malwares across multiple sources, such research concentrates on concrete behaviors at specific stages or comparison over certain features. For example, Alsadi et al. [1] analyzes the infection vectors of IoT malwares and provides the evolution of used exploitations. Donno et al. [15] conducts a comprehensive investigation over the DDoS modules adopted by IoT malwares. Cozzi et al. [11] analyzes the code similarity characteristics and lineage of the malware samples. Although these researchers provide fascinating insights into different aspects of IoT malwares, we still lack an overall understanding of the abuse situation of various system resources across the IoT attack landscape. Meanwhile, the attack behaviors are highly related to outside network environments. For example, attackers often communicate with their specified command-and-control (C&C) server to obtain instructions to decide following actions. Thus malwares might become dormant without such environment during offline dynamic analysis adopted in studies like [9] [2], causing insufficient malicious operation collections.

In this paper, we collected the malicious behaviors of currently prevalent IoT attackers worldwide to explore their system resource abuses and malicious intentions behind. First, we design a high-interaction honeypot, HoneyAsclepius. It can not only send faithful response packets to attackers to maximize capture capability, but also monitor attackers’ behaviors to support real-time analysis. In particular, based on the devised Monitor Policy, the honeypot is able to achieve continuous behavior monitoring to active attack sessions on constrained physical IoT devices. It can fully unveil the resource abuses throughout invasion processes. Different from traditional sandboxes like IoTBOX [34] and Limon [26], such procedure can immediately monitor attack behaviors once captured, providing a general real-time analysis solution for heterogeneous IoT devices.

Second, through large-scale honeypot deployments on the real-world network, we successfully captured significant numbers of...
attacks, collected their malicious behaviors as well as their resource accesses. These honeypots are deployed among ten countries distributed in five continents with three different architectures, i.e., ARM, MIPS, MIPSEL. During a span of 34 days, HoneyAsclepius has received 117,862 valid attack sessions originating from 171 countries. These attacks brought 76,403 malware files, classified with VirusTotal [44] and AVClass [39], and identified 12 different malware families. The attackers’ behaviors are simultaneously tracked along with the invasion process and gathered 11,301,239 records of the malicious operations. Based on this information, we systematically summarize the targeted system resources concerned with file, network, process, and special capability, delve into the intentions behind, and further lead to the following insights:

**Accesses to file resources are concentrated on a few categories, which should be given higher attention in the future attack detection.** All of the valid attack sessions access file system resources after infecting a device. During the experiment, we collected a total of 2,049,011 sensitive file access records. Although these attackers introduced different kinds of malwares and hoped to achieve different impacts, the categories of file resources they accessed were very focused. Attack sessions that conducted operations to the six most frequently used sensitive file resources account for 83.57% of the total amount. Such a high degree of similarity gives us an appropriate oracle for detecting IoT attacks.

**From the perspective of invasion and proliferation, the operations to network resources give us notifications about vulnerable devices with fragile services under attacks recently.** Based on frequently bound ports by attackers, we can get a glimpse of the fragile network services that are severely under invasion on IoT devices. Some captured IoT attacks actively bind the ports of vulnerable services to prevent other attackers from invading through them to further monopolize the device. For example, 498 attack sessions bound the 23 port, initially used by Telnet service, and thus warded off the following competitors. From the connected ports, we can also have a wide spectrum of the current fragile devices for proliferation. IoT attackers (60.6% in our experiment) usually use the invaded devices to initiate malicious connect behaviors, scanning for new available targets to expand the botnet’s size. For instance, 5.68% of the attack sessions tried to connect to the 37215 port, which exactly corresponds to a vulnerable UPnP service on Huawei HG532. Apart from this, we further found that instead of brute-force for infection, more and more attackers switch to exploits to gain the initial access, which accounts for 60.9% of the attack sessions that have tried to scan for new victims.

**Attackers aggressively kill processes responsible for critical functionalities of IoT devices, which seriously hinder their usability, stressing the protection of vital process resources.** After the invasion, 8.75% of the attack sessions send `sigkill` signals to running processes to end the execution. Some attackers attempt to defeat their rivals by killing other attackers’ malware processes. Meanwhile, some killing operations to process resources can also impact the functionality of targeted devices. For example, a total of 3,076 attack sessions kill network-related process `wpad` (802.1x authentication service) and `odhcpd` (DHCP server), which can affect normal operations of network-attached IoT devices, like routers and modems. This reminds us that the possible impacts of IoT attacks are not limited to relatively mild ones that are mostly mentioned in previous research like DDoS or crypto mining, but can also seriously hinder devices’ usability.

**An increasing number of intruders abuse special system capabilities to achieve analysis environment evasion, raising alarms for security researchers.** We noticed that more than 11.27% of the attackers try to abuse special system capabilities, especially for reconnaissance and camouflage goals. We found that 7,144 attackers used `sys_ptrace` to detect debuggers and then exit for anti-analysis. Meanwhile, 4,103 attack sessions modified their process name to confusing ones like `busybox` to disguise themselves. Apart from that, 2.99% of the attackers used special capabilities to escape from a possible virtual environment to infect the host and escalate the privilege. These observations alert security researchers to mask potential fingerprints of the analysis environment to fully expose IoT attackers’ malicious behaviors.

**Contribution:** We mainly make the following contributions:

- We propose a high-interaction IoT honeypot HoneyAsclepius, which can automatically monitor continuous behaviors on active attack sessions with low runtime costs, fully collecting their abuses of system resources while maximizing the capture capability.
- We deployed 60 IoT devices based on HoneyAsclepius around ten countries distributed in five continents with three architectures. During a span of 34 days, we collected 117,862 attack sessions from 171 countries, captured 76,403 malwares, and observed 11,301,239 malicious behaviors.
- We systematically analyze system resource abuses conducted by prevalent IoT attacks with the designed workflow, highlight the intentions behind these malicious operations and present several insights and defense strategies.

## 2 BACKGROUND

### 2.1 IoT Attacks

Ever since the source code of Mirai, one of the most prominent IoT malware families, was released to the public in 2016, it prompted a surge in more powerful IoT malware variants. They continuously incorporate code from each other and iterate with more functions, enhancing their compromise capabilities. Hence, many IoT malware families, like Gafgyt [29], Tsunami [32] and Hajime [23] have been simultaneously spreading worldwide. Recently, fileless attacks that do not rely on specific malware files have also affected some IoT devices, posing new challenges to device security.

Commonly, the lifecycle of IoT attacks can be refined and divided into four parts: Infection, Reconnaissance, Persistence, and Impact. At each stage, attackers conduct specific operations on the corresponding system resources to achieve their goals. In the first phase, IoT attackers utilize various network characteristics to probe real IoT devices and find an intrusion point. After that, they start reconnaissance by gathering the necessary information, such as system configuration files and network status, to prepare for the subsequent procedures. In the third step, IoT attackers try to install and disguise themselves by various means such as cleaning up log
files or hiding processes to achieve persistence on the devices. The forth stage of the lifecycle refers to the ultimate purpose that the attackers hope to achieve. Some attackers exhaust network or computation ability to conduct DDoS attacks, mining cryptocurrency, etc. As we can see, all the malicious operations conducted throughout the IoT attack lifecycle depend on abusing system resources like files or processes to realize the intentions behind them.

2.2 IoT Honeypot

IoT honeypot is a network-attached decoy embedded system with vulnerable entry points to lure IoT attackers, so that defenders can clearly inspect the possible threats and then enhance the protection in advance. There are various IoT honeypot [21] [34] [43] [12], which can be divided into two categories—software honeypot and hardware honeypot. Specifically, the software IoT honeypot refers to the emulated vulnerable IoT system based on the cloud infrastructure. It can provide abnormal traffic monitoring and diverse customized system components to observe IoT attacks comprehensively for its sufficient hardware resources. However, the manually crafting software honeypots cannot systematically learn the behavioral knowledge of IoT devices and fully mimic the real interaction procedure. Thus it usually has deficient capture capability, especially for IoT attackers equipped with in-depth reconnaissance and anti-analysis techniques. On the contrary, hardware IoT honeypots apply actual IoT devices for attackers to interact with. But the insufficient hardware resources in physical devices pose the challenge of tracking and analyzing behaviors conducted by the incoming attackers in real-time. The great divide between software honeypots with their fine analyzing capability, and hardware honeypots with their high-interaction capability, expresses a sharp and clear break with no attempt at its mitigation.

3 EMPIRICAL STUDY WORKFLOW

The general workflow of our research is presented in Figure 1. It is divided into two stages: behavioral information gathering with HoneyAsclepius, and malicious intention processing. In the first stage, we designed a high-interaction honeypot with continuous behavior monitoring mechanism called HoneyAsclepius, and deployed it widely on the public network. During this period, our honeypots automatically recorded a large number of malicious behaviors and abuses of system resources from active attack sessions in real-time. We further processed the recorded information in the second stage, decomposed different attack sessions, classified behaviors targeted at distinct categories of system resources, estimated their temporal relations, and analyzed their intentions behind.

3.1 HoneyAsclepius Design and Deployment

To fully collect the system resources abused by current prevalent attackers, we designed HoneyAsclepius, a high-interaction honeypot with continuous behavior monitoring mechanism. It can record the attackers’ operations in real-time with low runtime costs and achieve high capture capability. HoneyAsclepius mainly consists of two parts, Customized Firmware and Frontier, and the overall process is shown in the left part of Figure 1.

3.1.1 Customized Firmware. Based on the features of IoT attacks, we designed a customized IoT firmware to capture the payloads reliably and achieve lightweight malicious behavior monitoring. The main components include the following aspects.

**Shell Interceptor.** To fully track each attack session, we customized a Shell Interceptor module from two aspects. In IoT honeypots, each login will trigger a new shell process, which identifies the starting point of an attack session. The Shell Interceptor can report such login and logout actions. It refutes another login session from a different source IP when an attacker has already logged in. In this way, each attacker has the opportunity to enjoy the playground within the corresponding attack session without disturbance from other attackers. Also, an attacker who has conducted an invasion before cannot re-access the device after logging out. This limit allows us to collect as many malicious samples from different attackers as possible, increasing the diversity. We set a maximum time of 5 minutes per login session to prevent a single attacker occupying the device too long. This time limit is consistent with previous research like [9], which is sufficient to expose attackers’ malicious behaviors.

After logging in, some attackers will use shell to introduce malware files, while in recent years some also conduct fileless-attacks, executing shell commands to achieve their malicious goals directly without any malware files. The Shell Interceptor can also report all the executed commands to the frontier. This provides us with raw interactions between attackers and devices for future research.

**Entry Point Backup.** Malware files are commonly downloaded through specific entry points for further invasion. However, many malwares tend to conduct self-deletion, path changing, or self-renaming immediately once executed, which hinders the normal malware sample collection process.

Based on this observation, we customized common entry points of malware files like `wget` and `tftp`. During the download process, apart from the original path specified by the attacker, a file with the same content will be backed up into another directory simultaneously, which is completely transparent from the attacker’s perspective. This guarantees any downloaded payloads will always be collected in Frontier, improving the robustness of sample capturing.

**Monitor Policy.** IoT devices are only equipped with limited hardware resources, which causes current behavior analysis mechanisms, such as library hooking unusable on these devices. Therefore, we implement the Monitor Policy to enable the SELinux [40] kernel module automatically record the behaviors conducted by the attackers. Since it is based on Flux Advanced Security Kernel architecture, the overhead is highly reduced by Access Vector Cache (AVC). With the suitable Monitor Policy loaded, the kernel can monitor attackers’ abuses of system resources with low overhead in real-time, achieving both high-interaction in hardware-based honeypots and timely analysis in software-based honeypots.

SELinux utilizes security contexts to classify system resources. From the perspective of security contexts, we can have a basic concept of resource functionalities. We included the security contexts of all the system resources as monitor targets (i.e., target security context item in Monitor Policy, referred to as `tcontext`), so that we can have a comprehensive range of monitored behaviors. Meanwhile, we implemented several `type=transition` statements to transit the security context of all the break-in processes and their submodules to `analysis subj`. With a unified security context, the behaviors that need to be analyzed can be limited to those conducted by processes...
with `analysis.subj` security context. Therefore, only processes with this security context will be the monitored behavior performer in Monitor Policy (i.e., source security context item in Monitor Policy, referred to as `scontext`). In this way, the SELinux kernel module can be driven to record the system resource accesses performed by the attackers to all the system resources as AVC messages. All the attacks conducted in the monitored active range will be monitored, including both malware attacks and fileless attacks.

Each recorded message has detailed information about the corresponding behavior and contains two items that need to be noticed: 1) operation class, which is the types of the behavior, and 2) the target security contexts, which represents the categories of the abused resources based on their functionalities. For example, an `AVC` message with `add_name` as the operation class and `file.initscriptfile` as the target security context represents a behavior which adds a new file to the system initialization script directory like `/etc/init.d` to achieve auto-reboot. Such abstract representation can help us summarize the subtle behavioral adjustments of the iterative variants targeting the functionality category of resources to achieve the same goal, helping us better understand the motivation behind this set of behaviors. With this mechanism, HoneyAsclepius can automatically monitor the behaviors and resource abuses of attackers with low overhead, facilitating our subsequent analysis.

3.1.2 Frontier. The Frontier module implements several auxiliary components to achieve traffic forwarding, data collecting, and heartbeat checking. We now illustrate the details below.

Traffic Forwarder. The Frontier module is deployed on virtual cloud instances around the world with public accessible IP addresses to attract attackers from different regions. To achieve high interaction, the attack traffic will be forwarded to IoT devices, and the outbound response will be replied to the original attackers. With this method, we can virtually deploy our honeypots based on physical IoT devices worldwide.

Collector. The Collector aggregates the information uploaded from customized firmware for further analysis. It automatically obtains backup samples from the device. Apart from this, it also saves login and logout attempts along with timestamps to help divide different attack sessions. Once an attacker has logged out and completed invasion, the Traffic Forwarder will be notified to block requests from the same IP to observe more diverse attack attempts. It also receives the behavior logs triggered by Monitor Policy to analyze the operations and resource abuses of attackers.

Heartbeat Monitor. As shown in Figure 1, the Heartbeat Monitor is mainly responsible for resetting the device if necessary. Since the firmware is based on an in-memory filesystem, all the modifications to the system can be reset after reboot. Therefore, the monitor will reboot the device when the following circumstances occur. First, it sends login attempts every minute to the physical device. If no packets responded for three times, the monitor will immediately reset the device. Second, when an attack session ends, the device will proactively notify the monitor to request a reboot. With this mechanism, new attacker will not be affected by the previous invasion and fully expose its malicious intentions in a clean execution environment.

3.1.3 Worldwide Deployment. We deployed HoneyAsclepius worldwide to capture IoT attacks for 34 days (from Oct. 2021 to Nov. 2021). In terms of geolocation, we select ten countries across five continents to place the frontiers of HoneyAsclepius and investigate the development of new or rampant IoT attacks nowadays. Four cloud services are accordingly chosen for frontiers to extend the variety of our IP address arrangement. Further, the frontiers can attract attack traffic at different geographic positions and transit the traffic to the back-end IoT devices. Each frontier in the cloud is furnished with one back-end device. We select three different IoT device models, ASUS AC68U, Xiaomi 4A and Netgear WNDR3800 with distinct CPU architectures, ARM, MIPS, and MIPS, to invite various attackers. Therefore, we compiled three versions of customized firmware and flashed them into the corresponding physical devices as the back-end of HoneyAsclepius. Since the design of HoneyAsclepius is independent of any specific architectures, it can be easily adapted to heterogeneous IoT devices. Overall, there are 60 frontiers armed with physical IoT devices distributed in five continents to attract attackers worldwide.

3.2 Intention Processing

We further process the access records collected by the deployed frontiers in this stage. After dividing different attack sessions, we...
can then classify the behaviors based on their abuses of different resource categories, estimate typical behavior temporal relations and subsequently summarize the malicious intentions behind.

3.2.1 Attack Session Division. We separate the behaviors conducted in different attack sessions based on the login and logout records. The Shell Interceptor records the timestamps of each connection session to the frontier. We extract the raw AVC messages generated in this connection as the attackers’ operations in the session. At the same time, the malware samples downloaded during this period are also linked to this session. Thus, we can sort out the mixed raw data into behavior logs and binaries in different attack sessions, facilitating the subsequent analysis.

3.2.2 Resource Abuse Classification. Based on our observation, the system resources abused by attackers can be classified into four categories: file resources, network resources, process resources, and special capability resources. (1) Access to file resources refers to the operations like creating, deleting, and accessing files and directories in the firmware. (2) The abuse of network resources mainly refers to the attacker’s binding or connecting to different ports. (3) The access to process resources includes the signals sent by the attacker to the various processes running in the system. (4) Special capability resource access includes other attackers’ abuse of special system functions or system calls to conduct privileged operations, such as changing process names and UID. By separating different resource categories, we can analyze the malicious intentions based on the behavior logs targeting the same category of system resources.

3.2.3 Operation Intention Analysis. Furthermore, we evaluate the temporal relations of the resource accesses in the behavior logs and summarize the malicious intentions behind.

First, we enumerate every possible sequential order of each two abstract behaviors and iterate through attack sessions to calculate the frequencies of such order occurs. For two behaviors A and B, we first select the attack sessions that A and B are both performed. Then we count the numbers of attack sessions that the order A → B (i.e., behavior A precedes B in conducted timestamps) occurs and B → A (i.e., behavior B precedes A in conducted timestamps) occurs. If the former order frequency is more than 1.5 times than the latter, we conclude that the temporal relation — behavior A is commonly performed before B — exists in most circumstances of IoT attacks. After evaluating these temporal relations, we use each behavior as a vertex, and connect each pair of behaviors that exists a temporal relation with a directed edge to form a graph. In this way, we can obtain a complete behavior sequence in temporal order throughout IoT attack lifecycle. Such relations can assist us in estimating malicious intentions behind the behaviors correspond to each stage of the lifespan, and finally derive insightful conclusions.

4 FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS

In this section, we systematically analyze the IoT attacks captured by HoneyAsclepius and their malicious behaviors on various aspects of resources, and answer the following research questions:

- What system resources are often abused by IoT attackers?
- What are the malicious intentions behind these accesses?

The first research question focuses on what are the common behaviors of existing attackers and further reveals their possible harm to IoT devices. After further analysis of these behaviors’ categories, frequency, and temporal relations, we can explore the incentives under attackers’ mindsets and answer the second research question. Understanding these issues can help design better and more effective IoT device defense strategies in the future.

4.1 General Statistics

To delve into the characteristics of IoT attacks, we comprehensively gather vast quantities of run-time information through continuous behavior monitoring. The volume of this information is up to 11.95 GiB. Among them, the login and logout actions recorded by the Shell Interceptor can help us separate different attack sessions. In each session, AVC messages generated by the SELinux module in the firmware record the malicious behaviors of the attacker, containing the security contexts and categories of the abused resources, which is the main data source for the subsequent intention processing. The recorded shell commands and the saved malware samples can assist the researcher in more in-depth analysis in the future and help to implement defense strategies.

Statistically, frontiers of HoneyAsclepius as the bait obtained 117,862 malicious connections from 50,594 attackers distributed in 171 countries. Additionally, we use ipinfo.io [25] to acquire geographical information for the attacker of each attack session. Also, we visualize all the attack session between attackers and our honeypots as shown in Figure 2. Meanwhile, the back-end of HoneyAsclepius, i.e., IoT devices with customized firmware, captured 76,403 malicious payloads, including 12 malware families and 1,875 previously unknown variants in only 34 days. During our experiment, HoneyAsclepius collected 11,301,239 malicious behavior records conducted by these attackers.

Thereafter, to preliminary understand these behaviors, we thoroughly analyze and understand various types of system resources that attackers tend to access for their malicious intentions. These resources can be classified into four categories: 1) file resources, 2) network resources, 3) process resources, 4) special capability resources. The abuse frequencies and the temporal relations of behaviors that target these resources are shown in Figure 3. As can be seen from the figure, file resource abuses are most commonly observed in the early stage of the attack lifespan. Actions such as...

Figure 2: Attack sessions that HoneyAsclepius captured around the world. Each octagon indicates a HoneyAsclepius honeypot, whose color corresponds to the deployed location presented in the legend. Each cross symbol indicates the origin of an attack session, and its color represents the country of the targeted honeypot presented in the legend.
self-deleting (point 1) and detecting environmental information (point 2, 5) were conducted in more than 4,000 attack sessions. The abuse of network resources, on the other hand, is concentrated in the middle and late stages of the attacks. We also observed the payload sharing among different malware families presented in previous studies [27] [10], which leads to similar abuse frequencies on ports like 8080, 81 and 8443 (point 22, 23, 24). Process resources are often abused right before certain network resource accesses. Attackers may try to kill processes like telnetd, dropbear (point 31, 32) and then bind their ports (point 11, 12) to achieve device monopolization, preventing other attackers from infecting through these services. The abuse of special capability resources is reflected throughout the attack lifespan, achieving different purposes, from anti-analysis conducted in the early stage (point 41, 42) to privilege escalation in the late stage of the attacks (point 46).

Based on previous studies of the IoT malware lifecycle [2] [33], we can evaluate the purpose of each behavior in conjunction with its temporal order, so that the intentions behind the behavior can be better analyzed. In the following sub-sections, we further explore and share intention-related insights by measuring each class of abused resources accessed during the lifecycle of attack sessions.

**Figure 3: The abuse frequencies of system resources and temporal relations of behaviors target these resources. The horizontal axis indicates the number of attack sessions in which the corresponding behaviors occurred. The vertical axis indicates the temporal relations of the behaviors. The points are labeled to correspond to the specific behaviors presented in Table 1, Table 2, Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5. Behaviors represented by more upward points indicate that they were performed relatively late in an attack session.**

### 4.2 File Resources

Attackers tend to concentrate their access to only a few file resources due to their frequent code reuse and relatively similar malicious purposes. Based on the observed behaviors, the most frequently accessed sensitive file categories are shown in Table 1. We systematically analyzed the possible intentions behind these operations, as listed below.

**Gather Information.** Many attackers read configuration files to gather information about the invaded devices to achieve reconnaissance. As shown in Table 1, 8,631 attack sessions read network information files, including router tables, interface configurations, socket information, etc. Intranet-related files can help attackers probe the accessible devices to proliferate, and socket information contains current bound ports and corresponding processes, which can guide attackers to prepare for subsequent process killing or further monopolizing attempts. Meanwhile, attackers also read files like /etc/sshinfo to check if the invaded system is emulated based on virtual machines. Such mechanisms can help attackers evade the virtual analysis environment, hiding malicious intentions from researchers. The architecture information also assists the attackers in selecting suitable malware binaries for further invasion.

**Introduce malware files.** Malware-based attacks need entry points to download malware files into the device. The most commonly used tools in IoT devices are ucclient-fetch (a lightweight wget implementation in IoT firmware) and atftp (a mini tftp client in IoT firmware). 3,572 attack sessions utilize these tools to download many binaries of different architectures and execute each of them to ensure successful infection. Meanwhile, some crafty attackers adopt a smarter strategy based on the gathered architecture information, downloading only the suitable binaries into the device to avoid occupying too much storage and bringing noticeable influence. However, because of the heterogeneity of IoT devices, malware introduced with these mechanisms may still be inexecutable on the victim devices due to incompatible libraries or distinct cross-compilers. Therefore, we also observed 3 attack sessions attempting to compile the binary on the device with tools like gcc. Since most firmware is not installed with a compiler by default, we believe that such a mechanism is only suitable for high-end IoT devices with relatively sufficient computational and storage resources.

**Disguise and Camouflage.** Attackers usually adopt various techniques to achieve disguise and camouflage. For example, many attackers (91,208 attack sessions) will delete the original binary immediately once executed. 5,315 attack sessions create multiple binary copies into other covert file paths. This can help IoT attackers decentralize their malicious intentions into several processes, and even achieve automatic startup when a part of processes are killed. These created submodules are often stored in misleading paths, such as system configuration path (5,186 attack sessions) like /etc and system binary paths (5,050 attack sessions) like /bin, /usr/bin, /sbin. In this way, these malwares can be mixed up with the default system files in the same directory, making them unnoticeable to the user. Some of the variants, e.g., Ganiw, even directly replace normal system binaries (such as ps, netstat) with malwares to better disguise malicious processes and connection behaviors.

**Achieve Persistence.** Attackers achieve persistence on IoT devices through many file resource accesses. First, 46 attack sessions abuse the system startup procedure, appending scripts to /etc/rc.local. This can make malwares automatically executed along with system boots. Meanwhile, 394 attack sessions cover their tracks and delete system logs recorded in paths like /tmp to avoid being noticed. 45 attack sessions even try to corrupt system’s security mechanisms, deleting file resources such as SELinux policies to achieve long-term residency on the IoT device. It is worth noting that our designed Monitor Policy denies any abuse of core components, including SELinux policies. Therefore such attackers cannot disrupt the behavior monitoring mechanism of HoneyAsclepius.
wares deployed by themselves can survive on the victim device.

Table 1: Top abused sensitive file resources. The first column indicates the behavior labels. The second column indicates the behavior types, and the third column presents the target file categories of the behaviors. The forth column indicates the numbers of attack sessions that conducted the behaviors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Resource Categories</th>
<th>Counts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Delete File</td>
<td>Malware Samples</td>
<td>91,208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Read File Content</td>
<td>Network Information in /proc/net</td>
<td>8,631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Create New File</td>
<td>Configuration Directories in /etc</td>
<td>5,186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Create New File</td>
<td>System Binary Directories like /bin</td>
<td>5,050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Read File Content</td>
<td>CPU Information File /proc/cpuinfo</td>
<td>4,078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Execute File</td>
<td>Download Applications like wget, tftp</td>
<td>3,572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Modify File</td>
<td>Temporary Files Including Logs like wtmp</td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Modify File</td>
<td>Initialization Scripts in /etc/rc.local</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Delete File</td>
<td>SELinux-related Files like policy.31</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Delete File</td>
<td>Download Applications like wget, tftp</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Monopolize the device. Since most of the IoT devices are only equipped with limited hardware resources, the simultaneous existence of multiple malwares can seriously affect their performance, thus hindering the effectiveness of achieving malicious impacts like DDoS or crypto mining. Therefore, many attackers abuse file resources to monopolize the device, ensuring that only the malwares deployed by themselves can survive on the victim device. For example, 44 attacks try to delete common entry points like `atftp` to avoid other rivals introducing new malware files. Since many infections in the IoT domain apply the brute-force method initially, 20 attack sessions even attempt to edit password files like `/etc/shadow`, changing the default login password to a more complex one to protect the device from competitive attackers.

Finding 1: 83.57% of the attack sessions concentrated on the top six file resources to achieve certain malicious intentions. Giving higher weights to these file resource accesses can enhance the effectiveness of IoT attack detection.

4.3 Network Resources

Network is treated as the basic functionality of most IoT devices. Different network port resources often correspond to specific network services. They are regarded as a vulnerable pathway for attacks or channels for information transmission. For the sake of some malicious intentions, this class of resources is seriously manipulated by IoT attackers based on our observation. Through examining bound and connected ports illustrated in Table 2 and Table 3, statistical results reflect the critical intentions and fresh insights behind.

Bound Network Ports. We quantitatively present ports that captured IoT attackers bound after their infections, as shown in Table 2. The purposes of binding ports mainly lie either in the communication with partners or the resistance to rivals. Specifically, after IoT attackers have a firm footing in the devices, they need to receive a series of commands or exchange key information between C&C server or peer bots based on a predetermined bound port. For example, Mozi botnet utilized its extended DHT protocol [31] to build a P2P network. In order to join their DHT network, new bots should bind the specified 6881 port to communicate with peers.

Unlike this situation, some IoT attackers (a total of 507 attack sessions) attempt to kill processes of some fragile services and bind corresponding ports to fend off the following competitors. For example, remote control services like SSH (22), Telnet (23), HTTP(80) with default, factory-set weak passwords, or corny exploitation is almost the useless security barrier against any attackers. We come across that IoT malware families, like Gafgyt, proactively bind and listen to these ports but never accept any sessions to maintain the monopoly and ward off adversaries after taking over the device in preference. Apart from these easy-to-copy infection methods, complicated or novel exploitations based on other network ports acquire more technical skills and raise the infection threshold, thus lowering the chance of sharing devices with other attackers. Therefore, the commonly bound ports represent the most vulnerable services prone to be attacked.

In addition, a few attackers also bind some unusual local ports to ensure a single instance of itself running on the device. For example, some Mirai malware variants, like Satori or Hito, define and set their SINGLE_INSTANCE_PORT macro to 38273 or 34561 port to maintain single running instance. If malwares fail in binding, it may request the process termination by connecting to that port or wait for a while to kill the running process.

Connected Network Ports. Many IoT attackers launch external communications. The purpose of these connection behaviors can be discovered and concluded based on their target network ports, as exhibited in Table 3.

For further proliferation, IoT attackers either brute-force or exploit vulnerable services under specific ports to gain remote control of target devices. Connect behaviors in 4,670 attack sessions target at ports like 23, 2323, 22, which are commonly used for services like Telnet or SSH. IoT attackers can attempt to connect them to gain access to IoT devices, which is a basic way for infection. Apart from it, we observe that occasional connections to some rare ports (6,636 attack sessions) are closely associated with vulnerable services in certain IoT devices. For example, Satori, a new Mirai branch, exploits CVE-2017-17215 [14] vulnerability of Huawei HG532 routers on the TCP port 37215. In the vein of Satori, Omni compromises

Table 2: Top abused sensitive network resources with bind operations. The first column indicates the behavior labels. The second column indicates the behavior types, and the third column presents the target ports of the behaviors. The forth column indicates the numbers of attack sessions that conducted the behaviors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Port</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Bind</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Bind</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Bind</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Bind</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Bind</td>
<td>6881</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Bind</td>
<td>8080</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Bind</td>
<td>38273</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Bind</td>
<td>34561</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Bind</td>
<td>14737</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bind</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Top abused sensitive network resources with connect operations. The first column shows the behavior labels. The second column indicates the behavior types, and the third column presents the target ports of the behaviors. The forth column indicates the numbers of attack sessions that conducted the behaviors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Port</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Connect</td>
<td>37215</td>
<td>6,690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Connect</td>
<td>8080</td>
<td>6,653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Connect</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>6,457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Connect</td>
<td>8443</td>
<td>6,412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Connect</td>
<td>5555</td>
<td>6,401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Connect</td>
<td>52869</td>
<td>6,383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Connect</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4,486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Connect</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Connect</td>
<td>2323</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Connect</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Netgear R7000 and R64000 devices via the CVE-2016-6277 [13] exploitation on port 8443. Obviously, by understanding connect behaviors targeted at special port resources, we can identify the scope of the vulnerable devices in danger of IoT attacks.

Furthermore, IoT attackers also establish malformed connections to launch DoS attacks. These steep and massive malicious connections attempt to disrupt the normal interaction of a targeted server. Theoretically, DoS attacks can be directed at any service on any device. However, to achieve significant damage, such attack traffic is typically aimed at some vital open services, like web applications with the HTTP(80) port.

Apart from the above illustration, we also note that in terms of intrusion methods, variants with vulnerability exploitation roughly equate to ones with password cracking nowadays, which is significantly different from the predominant brute-force based infection during the initial outbreak of IoT attacks.

Finding 2: 60.9% of the attack sessions with network behaviors switch to exploitations targeting diverse ports. These abused network resources reveal vulnerable services on fragile devices under attacks. It prompts defenders to shield these network services, like modifying default ports.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Target Process</th>
<th>Counts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>sigkill</td>
<td>dropbear</td>
<td>3,569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>sigkill</td>
<td>telnetd</td>
<td>3,567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>sigkill</td>
<td>netifd</td>
<td>3,522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>sigkill</td>
<td>logread</td>
<td>3,095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>sigkill</td>
<td>odhcpd</td>
<td>3,075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>sigkill</td>
<td>urngd</td>
<td>3,069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>sigkill</td>
<td>wpa</td>
<td>1,840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>sigkill</td>
<td>rcysnntp</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>sigkill</td>
<td>dnsmasq</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>sigkill</td>
<td>logd</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Top abused sensitive process resources. The first column indicates the behavior labels. The second column indicates behavior types, and the third column presents the target processes of the behaviors. The forth column indicates the numbers of attack sessions that conducted the behaviors.

4.4 Process Resources

The malicious operations of IoT attackers to process resources are concerned with the immediate termination of particular system service processes. As featured in the Table 4, these killed processes include services responsible for devices’ basic functionalities.

After infection, IoT attackers use their own rules to kill specific processes based on process names or identifiers. Through continuous behavior analysis, we find that these rules for killing processes are basically devised for network functions. For example, 3,569 attack sessions destroy the telnetd or the dropbear process to deny the remote access to the already occupied device. Moreover, a few attack sessions (3,111 attack sessions) terminate the urngd or sys-ntpd process to disrupt the random number generator and affect time synchronization by NTP protocol, which may damage the TLS-encrypted connections of IoT devices. Apart from this, a number of attackers try to cover their tracks by erasing logs and further disabling logging services to retain access for a longer time. More importantly, by reverse engineering malware samples, we observed that some attackers use a white-listing mechanism to only keep a few necessary processes, such as the init process with PID 1, while other attackers utilize black-listing rules to terminate certain processes, such as numeric named processes or processes of known malware adversaries. Some strategies cause IoT attackers (3,076 attack sessions) to kill processes responsible for critical functionalities aggressively, like odhcpd (DHCP server) or wpa (802.1x authentication service), seriously affecting the basic usability of network-related IoT devices like routers and modems. This warns us that the impact of many IoT attacks is not confined to the limited implications such as DDoS or crypto mining mentioned in the previous studies, but also has the potential to severely influence the device usability.

Finding 3: Processes responsible for critical functionalities are seriously damaged in 29.84% of the attack sessions with process resource abuses, degrading the usability of devices. Additional daemon programs for basic processes are required to ensure devices’ essential functions.

4.5 Special Capability Resources

Special system capabilities are widely abused by attackers. They try to conduct privileged operations, such as special system calls and restriction override attempts to further compromise the device. We systematically analyzed such malicious behaviors, and the most prevalent ones are shown in Table 5. Specifically, these operations are mainly used for the following purposes.
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hindering offline sample analysis.

**Detect Analysis Environment.** Evasion from analysis envi-
ronments is often employed by attackers to prevent their behaviors
from being exposed to security researchers. Among our captured
samples, 7,144 attack sessions invoked sys_ptrace to detect whether
it is currently being debugged. Since one process can only be at-
tached to one debugger, malware samples attempt to debug them-
selves before subsequent malicious operations are conducted. If
the attempts are failed, it means that the process is currently being de-
bugged by another program. This illustrates the limitations of some
current dynamic analysis techniques to an extent. More obscure
analysis mechanisms need to be used to avoid such evasion from

**Escalate Privilege.** Some attackers abuse special capabilities to
achieve privilege escalation. For example, 3,046 attackers attempt
to bypass the directory access control mechanism (DAC), and 513
attack sessions try to bypass the read and search limit on sensi-
tive files. Since such permissions are too powerful and may cause
arbitrary reading and writing on the filesystem, it is disabled by
default by the system of IoT devices. Only binaries with special
attributes can have the permissions after execution. However, some
virtual environments (e.g., the early version of docker) may execute
with such properties by default [20], and in these cases, attackers
can exploit this permission to achieve container escape. This illus-
rates that some IoT attackers have the intention to escape from
an isolation analysis environment if possible. It warns the research
community always to pay attention to the virtual machine’s con-
figuration when analyzing malwares, preventing the samples from
invading the host. Meanwhile, 100 attack sessions invoke system
calls like setuid to try manipulating processes’ UIDs to gain higher
permissions. 31 attacks, on the other hand, attempted to manipulate
the security contexts of their created files with setfscreate to bypass
SELinux restrictions. Also, a small proportion of attackers (2 attack
sessions) tried modifying the priority of other processes utilizing
the sys_nice capability to acquire more resources from the kernel.

**Mask the footprint.** Some special capabilities may help attack-
ers to mask their footprints and make their existence more invisible
to users. For example, 4,103 attack sessions try to forge their pro-
cess name with system calls like prctl. The top faked process names
include dropbear, busybox and even empty process name, which
can deceive normal users when checking their device status. A
few samples (2 attack sessions) try to modify the hardware system
clock to set obstacles for log analysis. System logs with completely
messed timestamps will make it more difficult for users to analyze
the recent system records of the device.

### Finding 4: 53.77% of attack sessions with special capability
abuses adopt evasive techniques. It indicates us to conceal
analysis procedures more carefully or strike back by camou-
flaging devices into analysis-like environments to deactivate
such attacks.

#### 4.6 Defense Strategy Outlook

Through in-depth analysis of the malicious intentions, we obtain
several important conclusions about the attackers’ abuses of file,
work, process, and special system capability resources. These
findings shed light on defense mechanisms for IoT devices. Now
we discuss the implications for researchers and software engineers,
as well as possible safeguard solutions based on these findings.

**Using existing kernel modules like FUSE** [16] **to monitor**
the operations of a few specific directories can effectively
help to detect attackers with low overhead. According to Find-
ing 1, file resource abuses are concentrated on specific targets.
83.57% of the attack sessions have conducted operations on the
same six file directories. This reveals that we can monitor the ac-
cess operations in real-time to these several paths targetedly to
detect possible attackers with kernel modules like FUSE. When the
monitor target is limited to only a few specific paths, the resource
consumption of such module is relatively low. Overall, combined
with Finding 1, we can use this method to detect possible attackers
directly on devices with acceptable runtime costs.

![Figure 4: Attack connection times of SSH and Telnet services with different ports. The left graphs present the connection times per hour, while the right graphs indicate the cumulative times of connections.](image)

**Changing default ports of vulnerable services can circum-
vent the proliferation attempts of IoT attackers and prevent
the device from being infected through the network.** Finding
2 reveals the malicious intentions to scan, proliferate, and monop-
olize devices through bound and connected ports, which in turn
unveils vulnerable services that IoT attackers often target. Based
on this, we can avoid such attempts by adjusting the ports of the
vulnerable services identified in this insight. For example, as shown
in Figure 4, a total of 791 attack connections targeting the SSH

### Table 5: Top abused sensitive special capabilities. The first
column indicates the behavior labels. The second column
indicates the behavior types, and the third column presents
operation descriptions. The forth column indicates the num-
bers of attack sessions that conducted the behaviors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>sys_ptrace</td>
<td>Attach debugger</td>
<td>7,144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>rename_process</td>
<td>Modify the process name</td>
<td>4,103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>kill</td>
<td>Gain signal permissions to other processes</td>
<td>3,115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>dac_override</td>
<td>Bypass DAC restrictions</td>
<td>3,046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>dac_read_search</td>
<td>Bypass restrictions of read and search</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>setuid</td>
<td>Change UID</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>compute_av</td>
<td>Calculate the Access Vector</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>setfscreate</td>
<td>Override the default file context</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>sys_nice</td>
<td>Change the process priority</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>sys_tune</td>
<td>Change system time</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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service on port 22 during the day. When we change its port to a relatively random one (34281 port), the number of attacks drops to 4. The same trend can also be seen in the attacks targeting Telnet service. Based on this observation, IoT firmware developers can prevent many invasions without much effort by simply designating another ports for services that are prone to be attacked.

**Additional daemon programs should be implemented to ensure the normal execution of processes responsible for critical functionalities to protect IoT devices' usability.** Finding 3 confirms a situation worthy of attention: Some IoT invaders will not only cause relatively mild impacts, but also prey on critical system processes, severely affecting the basic functionalities of the device. Therefore, daemon programs should be customized for IoT devices' essential services, resuming critical processes at once when interrupted to ensure usability. For network-related devices, for example, the daemons should always keep the normal working of processes like dhcpd (DHCP Server) and wpad (WiFi-related process), which have been affected in 3,076 attack sessions during our experiment. Additional demons that guard these fundamental processes can thus ensure that the functionalities of IoT devices are still guaranteed during these attacks.

**Evasive techniques adopted by invaders can conversely be leveraged by us through deliberately faking an analysis environment to deactivate such IoT attacks.** Finding 4 elaborates the attackers using special system capabilities to achieve malicious intentions like reconnaissance. Malwares often terminate themselves as soon as they discover the existence of an analysis environment. This makes security research more difficult, but it also opens up the possibility to take advantage of this feature in reverse to defend against them. For example, up to 7,144 attack sessions utilize sys_ptrace capability to detect the possible existence of a debugger and immediately exit if such analysis environment is found. Attacks like these can be directly defeated if we fake attaching a debugger to the program. Likewise, many other anti-analysis methods can also be used in reverse like this to deactivate such evasive IoT attacks.

### 4.7 Summary of Implications

The above conclusions give some important implications for IoT firmware developers. We suggest that software engineers follow the process shown in Figure 5 to reinforce the security of the firmware at both pre-release and run-time stages.

**Pre-release Stage.** In addition to the usual software testing process, we recommend that developers pay attention to the following two points before releasing the firmware. (1) Identify the common network services present on the device and modify the default port. According to Finding 3, attacks often scan for ports used by common vulnerable services to perform proliferation. Such an attack can be effectively circumvented by changing the default port according to our experiment shown in Figure 4. (2) Add additional fingerprint files of common analysis environments to deactivate evasive malwares. Based on Finding 4, developers can utilize IoT malwares’ reconnaissance process in reverse. By adding a forged fingerprint of the analysis environment to the device, evasive IoT malwares will limit their malicious behaviors or even exit after detecting such characteristics, deactivating such attacks with very low overhead.

**Run-time Stage.** We offer the following two suggestions for software engineers to better protect IoT firmwares at run-time. (1) When designing defense frameworks, pay attention to monitoring several file paths that are often abused. From Finding 1, we can observe that malwares have a high concentration of access to file resources. Therefore, when designing a defense mechanism, developers can also take advantage of this by focusing on a few directories that are often abused by attackers, thus achieving an effective defense with low run-time costs. (2) At firmware run-time, it is necessary for developers to design daemons to keep critical services running properly. Process resource abused by attackers shown in Finding 2 reminds us of the great harm that IoT malwares can have on devices’ availability. Therefore, it also motivates software engineers to design suitable daemons to guard the proper functioning of the devices’ core services.

[Figure 5: Implications for IoT security reinforcements at the pre-release and run-time stages.]

### 5 THREATS TO VALIDITY

We deployed HoneyAsclepius worldwide and systematically analyzed abused system resources and malicious intentions behind. There still remain several concerns derived from the components.

**Scalability of Honeypot Deployment.** Some previous research like [12] tend to purchase from ISP to get Internet access to physical IoT devices with about 2 times costs compared with VPS instances, which seriously limited their deployment scalability. While with our designed HoneyAsclepius, physical devices can be virtually deployed based on the Traffic Forwarder module with public IPs obtained from multiple cloud infrastructure vendors, achieving large-scale deployment with 60 devices distributed among ten countries in five continents. In future research, we will further expand the scale of our deployment and collect more diverse attack behaviors.

**Possible IP Range Bypass From Future Attackers.** The cyber arms race between hackers and the defenders fuels the evolution of IoT attacks. We have noticed malware variants of some families like Mirai deliberately avoiding hard nuts or unattractive ones, such as General Electric Company or United States Postal Service, when setting up the target IPs for their attacks. Future IoT attackers may skip the IP range of cloud services to avoid being captured by honeypots. Some public cloud providers, like Google Cloud or AWS, generously release their concrete IP addresses available on the Internet [6] [3]. These IP features facilitate IoT attackers to evade the cloud-based IoT honeypots in the future, reducing the efficiency of capturing malwares. Therefore, we need to diversify the number of cloud providers for honeypot deployments.

**Ambiguity of Malware Classifications.** We found inconsistencies in the classification of collected IoT malware variants when
using AVClass and VirusTotal. Specifically, 0.88% variants are labelled with distinct names of similar IoT malware families. Based on our manual analysis, the great code similarity and architectural diversity frustrate several classification signatures, leading to the misclassified variants. In this situation, aggregating the analysis results from multiple tools can harvest more fruits. Although the classification of samples is not the key point of this paper, we still suggest that the further optimization of malware classification during pre-processing are required to gather more accurate labels by fingerprinting or clustering malwares based on different aspects, like functions, ELF headers or CFG graphs.

Possible Limitation From OS Selection. HoneyAsclepius’ customized firmware is implemented based on Linux operating system with SELinux kernel module to enable continuous behaviour monitoring, which might impose limitations on validity. Though Linux is widely applied on IoT devices, very low-end devices still cannot run such an operating system because of their severely constrained hardware resources and, therefore, cannot be adapted to HoneyAsclepius. This also makes our empirical study mainly focuses on the abuses of system resources by attackers targeting at Linux-based IoT devices. Our study does not cover other malicious operations against embedded devices with operating systems like RTOS.

6 RELATED WORK

IoT Honeypots. Researchers and industrial practitioners have designed multiple honeypots to trap and collect malware samples. These research honeypots are used to learn countermeasures against attackers. Honeyd [37], as a low-interaction honeypot, configures virtual hosts on the network to run arbitrary services and provide traffic threat detection and assessment. Cowrie [8] and Kippo [36] are medium-interaction honeypots that can record brute force attacks and shell interactions through SSH or Telnet. Apart from this, there are few honeypots designed for capturing IoT malwares. IoTPOP [34] equipped with IoTBOX captures Telnet-based IoT malwares based on low-interaction virtual IoT devices with various architectures, and conducts simple network traffic statistical analysis. On the contrary, SIPHON [21] leverages a few physical devices exposed under cloud services by traffic forwarding to achieve high-interaction. It additionally deployed a storage unit to record raw network traffic and parse the recorded pcaps files to obtain the basic features of each TCP connection. IoTCanaryJar establishes an intelligent-interaction honeypot for IoT attacks. This work focuses on imitating the interaction of different IoT devices from distinct vendors by machine learning.

Unlike the above-mentioned research, our study implements HoneyAsclepius with a high-interaction back-end that concentrates on automatically monitoring malicious behaviors to various resources. It provides a comprehensive understanding of system resource abuses across the IoT attack landscape. Meanwhile, it exposes malicious behaviors related to outside network environments, achieving timely analysis of malware samples that might become dormant when executed offline.

Surveys on Malwares. With profit-driven businesses, malware developers actively make efforts on various platforms [5]. Early malwares were designed for the Windows platform, and research like [35] [38] [41] [18] [24] [19] mainly focuses on the their features. Since 2004, some researchers like Guo et al. [22] have already predicted the risks of malwares targeted at embedded devices like smartphones and alarmed the public about the damage from privacy violations, identity theft to DDoS attacks. Felt et al. [17] study incentives behind 46 mobile malwares in the wild and discuss some predictable incentives. Vidas [42] analyzes the Android security model to determine whether and where the vulnerability exists and proposes six mitigations for the identified problems. As illustrated in Introduction (Section 1), there are also some empirical studies [4] [9] [12] [7] focusing on IoT attacks. In contrast to these studies, our paper focuses on comprehensively unveiling and analyzing the system resource abuses across IoT attack landscape and exploring the malicious intentions behind their operations.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we systematically summarize the system resources abused by prevalent IoT attacks, analyze their malicious intentions, and further present insights and defense strategies. To achieve this, we implement and deploy high-interaction honeypots, HoneyAsclepius, which have a high capture capability and a continuous behavior monitoring mechanism to immediately record malicious behaviors and resource abuses in active attack sessions. Through large-scale experiments worldwide, we collected 117,862 valid attack sessions and gathered 11,301,239 behaviors. This provides the basis for our subsequent intention processing. We further separate behaviors in different attack sessions, estimate their temporal relations, and finally lead to findings of resource abuses of distinct categories as well as malicious intentions in IoT attacks.

We expect our provided data and proposed insights can help realize better detection and defense for IoT devices. (1) For file resources, malicious behaviors are mostly focused on a few specific directories, which helps us to detect IoT attackers by monitoring a small number of file path accesses. (2) In network resource abuses, ports bound and connected by attackers hint at current vulnerable services and devices, and users can circumvent attackers’ proliferation by modifying default ports of fragile services. (3) Meanwhile, misuse of process resources reminds us the impact of IoT attacks is not limited mild ones like DDoS or crypto mining mentioned most in previous research, but can also severely influence the devices’ basic functionalities, requiring us to implement daemon programs to ensure their usability. (4) Attackers’ abusing special capabilities for anti-analysis is a wake-up call to researchers. In reverse, we can take advantage of such attempts, deactivated these attacks with fake analysis environment.
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